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ESTHER MACY NOONER
Artist Statement 

Historically the romantic ideologies of the sublime have 
followed the beauty of Landscape in paintings and 
photography through the centuries. This body of work 
continues the thread of challenging the expectation of 
what a photograph of Nature “should” be. In our current 
political and ecological climate, I believe these historic 
ideologies are an inappropriate approach to how we 
regard the landscape and can be threatening to the 
attention it demands. My strategy of manipulating the ink 
on the paper is a metaphorical approach to our human 
consumption of Nature. By treating the image in an 
objective manner, continuing to break the expectation of 
the traditional frame, the viewer is given the opportunity 
to reflect on the marks made on the paper as well as the 
scars we’ve left behind.
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Know Your Artist, 
Know Your Art

Carbondale Arts believes in the power of art and we know you 
do, too. There is a deep connection that happens when you 
purchase a piece of art, and getting to know the artist makes 
that connection even deeper. Carbondale Arts hosts over 10 
art exhibitions every year. Find some art you love and dive in.

We have launched a “Know Your Artist, Know Your Art” 
campaign, as Carbondale Arts works to build relationships 
between artists and patrons. Inspired by the Community 
Supported Agriculture (CSA) model of Investing in local food, 
this Community Supported Art movement promotes the 
investment of local artists making a living in and around the 
Carbondale Creative District, where Carbondale Arts makes 
its home.
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Learn more about this exhibition and visit the space 
virtually at carbondalearts.com/exhibitions     
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